Super Bowl 2015: The battle of the brands on Twitter
McDonald's, Nationwide and the automotive industry are the winners of the Big Game
on Twitter
02 FEBRUARY 2015, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

SUMMARY

With nearly 320,000 mentions McDonald's wins the title of the most talked about brand on
Twitter during the Super Bowl. This gives McDonald’s a 27% share of the total mentions of
brands during the game. Nationwide however, was the brand with the highest social return on
investment. The automotive industry was the most represented in terms of commercial airtime
with BMW leading the way with 83,000 mentions and an impressive social ROI during the big
game.

The biggest television event of the year for the US is over and of course hardly anyone is
talking about the actual game. Simply because the 'Big Game' actually happened during the
commercials.
This year, the stakes for brands were higher than ever with 30 seconds of commercial air time
being sold at a record breaking $4.5 million.
In order to see whether the millions spent on commercials were in fact translated into social
currency, we monitored Twitter mentions of the top brands that bought advertising time,
correlating this data with the total amount each of them spent on commercial airtime.
McDonalds was the big winner of the Super Bowl on Twitter with more than 319,000 mentions
during the game which accounted for 27% out of the 1.2 million tweets mentioning brands
during Super Bowl. McDonald’s was a constant topic of conversation on Twitter throughout the
game, reaching the highest peak of mentions around the second quarter.
Nationwide was the second most mentioned brand on Twitter but did score the highest social
return on investment with 45,808 points, leaving McDonalds in second place with 35,000
points despite the very high engagement the brand received. The reason is to be found in the
investment on airtime with Nationwide spending $4.5 million and McDonald’s $9 million. their
generous Twitter campaign.
Last but not least, the automotive industry had the largest representation in the Super Bowl
with BMW winning the Big Game on Twitter with 83,000 total mentions and a 9,231 social ROI

score.
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Twitter Counter started as a self funded startup based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Today with +550,000
monthly visits and 2,1 million page views it has grown in to the number 1 stats site for Twitter users. Twitter Counter
became profitable within the first 6 months after launch and has been growing phenomenally ever since.
Twitter Counter provides statistics of Twitter usage and tracks over 14 million users and counting. Next to that it
offers premium services for even more powerful statistics and sells featured spots on its website to people who
want to gain more followers. Twitter Counter also offers a variety of widgets and buttons that people can add to their
blogs, websites or social network profiles to show recent Twitter visitors and number of followers. Every day it
generates more than 4 million of those widgets on thousands of websites all over the web.
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